
TAMIL NADU GENERATION AND DISTRIBUTION CORPORATION LTD
Accounts Branch

Lr.No: Dir/Fin/CFC/Reg.Cell/FC/SE/AEE/RC/F.Agri 2017-18/D.No:123/18
dated:06.04.2018.

Sir/Madam,

Sub: Elecy- Agriculture services-Data in LT software-reg.

Ref:1.Lr.No.CFC/Reg.Cell/FC/SE/AEE/RC/F.Agri2017-18/D.No:63/18
dated:14.02.2018.
2.Lr.No:CFC/Reg.Cell/FC/SE/AEE/RC/F.Agri2017-18/D.No:84/18
dated:27.02.2018.

****

It has been informed that initial entry of the agriculture service connection
details can be entered in the LT Billing package by using ”ae user” and any
modifications can be done in the “aao user” alone. After checking the Connected load
by using digital clamp meter, the AEs /O&M are requested to furnish the same to AAO
concerned for updation then and there in the AAO user vide cited under
references(1)&(2).

In this connection it is further informed as follows:

1) The connected load in the LT Billing software has been renamed as “actual updated
load”.

2) Hereafter, checking of connected load (actual updated load) in agriculture service
connection has to be made by utilizing three phase energy meter and also the following
parameters may be taken for further reference.

i. Instantaneous Voltage in all the three phases

ii. Instantaneous Current in all the three phases

iii. Instantaneous Power Factor

iv. Instantaneous Maximum Demand

v. Instantaneous KW

vi. Instantaneous KVAr
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To
All Superintending Engineers/EDC’s



3) After verification of agriculture service connection, the AE/O&M are instructed to
hand over the list of agriculture services to the AAO Revenue unit in the following
format:

Category:Normal/SFS

S.No. Name of the consumer Existing sanctioned
load in HP

Actual updated load
in HP (After checking)

4) On receipt of the above data, AAO of revenue unit are instructed to get approval of
Executive Engineer/O&M concerned for actual updated load and enter the same in the
AAO user of LT Billing software.

5)If the actual updated load is less than the sanctioned load, the existing sanctioned
load may be treated as updated load and the same may be entered in actual updated
load.

6) Hereafter, the sanctioned load need not be changed. However, in respect of
modification have already done in the sanctioned load in LT billing software after
testing the actual connected load, the original sanctioned load may be reintroduced and
the actual updated load may be modified.

Sd/06.04.2018
Chief Financial Controller/Regulatory Cell

For Director/Finance/TANGEDCO

Copy to all Chief Engineers/Elecy.Distn.Region
Copy to Chief Engineer/IT
Copy to Chief Engineer/RAPDRP(SE/Schemes)
Copy to Superintending Engineer/Computer Centre(Data Cell)
Copy submitted to Director/Finance/TANGEDCO
Copy submitted to Director/Distribution/TAGEDCO


